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A SIMPLE NEURAL NETWORK SCHEDULER FOR
REAL-TIME MACHINE TASK SCHEDULING

Russell E Gritzo

Group lNC-13, Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry Division
Los Alarnos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract
The recent development of a new

generation of automated radionuclide assay
equipment in our facility requires
embedded software at each machine for the
scheduling of sample assay tasks. The
execution time requirements of real-time
err&dded software limit the complexity of
the scheduler sof~are. By representing the
scheduling problem properly, a simple
backpropagation neural network perform~
the scheduling function within the imposed
requirements, Operational tests have
demonstrated that the neural network
scheduler has met all development goals
and is superior to the previous approaches.
This paper describes the design and
development of the neural rwtwork task
scheduler. In addition, suvw,d aspects cf thl’
practical application of ncwral nctwork~ to
rwd-world problems arc discussud.

Introduction
Our ability to rapidly imalvm a large

number of radioactive s,~mplc~in a short
time relies heavily on t~ut.m~atld
equipment, Currently, }w~~y)~’rnt~’19
automated radio nuclid~’,Iss,~v machine%,
commonly calkd coun~l’rs, ‘tl~’ rlwnt
availabil\ (y of indust ri,ll }uwm,~l ct)mput(’rs
(PCs) !~asallowvd us 10dLAILJl[)p,1rww
g~’nuratkm of imlom,~tld Lxwl~lt’rs,mch with
t~numbcxidcd I’c..f~wL-(mtnll,Ind d,IItI
handling.

In this new system, each machine is
given a job list of samples to measure or
count and the manner in which to make
those measurements. Each entry in the job
list specifies the sample identification, who is
responsible for the sample, the length of the
count, the total number of counts requested,
how often the counts are to be taken, and the
priority of the pb. There can be up to 24 jobs
per counter, including multiple pbs per
sample, Each counter can have a wide
variety of jobs in its job list. Count lengths
can vary from 1 to several thousand minutes.
Multiple counts can be requested in daily,
wAdy, or monthly periods. These counts
can be contiguous or evenly c!istributml in
time, Assigned job priorities are based on the
half-life of the sample and the source of the
mmplc material. Each chemist or
cxperinwnter d ictates the job parameters
based on programmatic requirements and
personal prefcrcnceso

The particular type of countur firs&
sclrctcd for this new generation oi automation
is onc in which beta radiation is dctcwtcd and
counted, Three cuuntcrs ofwn rcly on counts
t~klm a[ specific timm ru!ativ~’to t)IC i~)to~
hali Iifvf[)rmmlrat~ iYA)t(p’idlwtificatkm ,uu{
iws,lv. As CInvmlt, LIKIIsmnpllt Ims S}N~ili~.
rl~plirlml’nts w tl) whun it must lw cuunt(~i,
( lm.1’lwt) or thrw diffl’nmt ty}xs 1)1ml}d~’s
(NVpm tm a counlo , nllq’ting lhL~rLX:uLAILkl
txmnling sc’h(d~lhlft)r mch s,~n]]dl~lx~xmll’s
quitl’ dil’t’icult,



In the past, scheduling problems
required an experienced operator to take the
various job requests, sort them, work out the
best counting schedule, and arrange the jobs
in a arcuhr buffer. Frequently daily or
hourly adjustments would have to be made
to the buffer, This traditional approach, in
addition to being frustrating and time
consuming for the operator, was often
unable to meet the requested counting
schedule,

One crucial requirement of the new
system was to relieve the operators of this
burden. The first version of the software for
embedded computer control replaced the
circular buffer with a scheduling algorithm,
Thealgorithm was written intending to
eliminate the need for an operator to make
scheduling assignments. However, the
algorithmic or rule-based approach was far
from optimal. The execution time limit
imposd by keyboard and display response
time limited the sophistication of the
algorithm. Exception handling and
unforeseen combinations of conflicting pb
requests resulted in numcmws S(llware
revisiol]s and continued dissatisfaction with
both the performance w-d th(’ software
maintenance required.

Representing the Scheduling Problem
Although at first glance the

scheduling problem seemed suitable for a
neural network solution, early attempts
were only partia.liy successful, Approaches
to task scheduling that used Hopfield-like
networks [2-3] were deemed unsuitable
because of their complexity, implementation
difficulties, and antiapated execution time.
Early attempts to use a backpropagation
network failed to schedule jobs equitably
throughout the entire pb list.

Following the initial failure of a
neural network scheduler the scheduling
task was m-evaluated from a number of
different perspectives in an effort to
represent the problem in a manner suitable
for a neural network solution. This re-
evaluation of the scheduling problem
revealed that two important simplifications
could be employed. The first simplification
was the realization that the pbs contending
for scheduling could be placed in rank order
based on a derived figure of merit called
duetime. The duetime is an indication of the
time diffemwe in minutes between the
current time and the time the sample would
bc counted if the requested schedule were to
be met for that job alone, An algorithm
calculatw the ductime for each job
independent of the other jobs, at 1- to 2-
minutc intervals. A negative duetime
imiic~t~’sthat the job will come due in the
futuru; ,1p~witivc ductim~l indicates that :t~t’
jt)b is l)vlvdul’, When th~’jobs weru ordl:rld
in dl’sc~vding duu tirnt’, the’slxond
simpli(ic,]tion WM rcw~tall~d,At i !IV giv~m
tinu’, tllL’schvdulvr only nclds to ~-(msidl’r
thl’ tt)p t(mr jt)bs ctmt~wding f~~rs~”hl’~lillin~,
I“IM*Iihl’lihlmd 1)(wanting to SLIILI{V,1t,wh
moru thtln Iour job:”down in ~lulqiml~WP,IS
d[~vm’d Smtdl Lwtmgh h) igmm’,

AS,1n’suit ()( tl~lw’~itl~~llifi(”,~lit)t~~,
tll[’ l~ql Iollr ]tdw,lhls.’~iINI~![n’timl’,,IIw”,IV%



appear in order. This representation of the
scheduling problem was the key to
developing a succc~ful neural network
solution. This approach allows a simp!e
backpropagation network to learn the
scheduling problem regardless of the
number or mixture of pbs present. Three
parameters-the duetime, the count length,
and the job priority-are used to make the
scheduling decision.

Network ‘lkaining
To train and test the network a three-

layer backpropagation network (incl~ ng
the input layer) was simulated in the
ANSIM software from Scicncc Applications
International. The input layer was sized at
12 inputs, organized as a 3 by 4 matrix in
which 3 parameters are input for each of the
4 top pbs. The size of the middle layer was
varied considerably, and eventually set at 6
elements. The output layer was set at 4, one
output for each of the 4 jobs,

A training set of 20 idealized vectors
was created, with 4 vectors in each of 5
categories, These training vectors are
idealistic in that they did not at all represent
real scheduling problems, but instead were
representative of the scheduling concepts.
The five categories were selected to reflect
the five specific and somuwhat
contradictory attributes dw+ir~’din the
scheduler: several jobs LIUL’,normal
operation, anticipatory, prioritv, and job
lockout .

● Swcral-jobs-dm’ ~’~’~.lurstrained
the rwtwork to schmiull~ IhLIj~)l~with the
highest due time whLw m~m’{hnn orw job is
dlle tl) be counted,

● Normal*pvt]l itm v(w%)rs Irairwd
thu rwtwork to chlwsl~ th~’j~)bwith thu must
p~sitiv~~duu tim(’, rl’g,ir(il~w (d lhLIprilwitv
or count Il*ngth T}UWDv~’~.ttw+wlw’ w’rv
●imilar h) tho prtwiolt~ i’(’ll(v-~.

● Anticipatory vectors trained the
network to select a pb not yet due to be
counted if (1) it was a short job and (2) the
job most due was a long count. This is done
regardless of priority and is only applicable
to short jobs that will come due within the
count length of the longer job. This situation
is analogous to humans wanting to do short
tasks first and get them out of the way
before beginning a lengthy task, even if the
lengthy task is overdue.

● Priority vectors trdined the
network to select jobs that are less due but
higher in priority, regardless of how long
they would take.

● Job-iockout vectors taught the
network to select a job if the duetime
indicated that it had been excluded by the
scheduler for more than a day. This process
ensures that all samples will beat least
partially counted even if the counter is
badly overloadui with pbs. This is in
essence a sample ‘safety net’ to ensure that
no sample is ever completely exclutied.

The network was trained off-line
using ANSIM from SAIC. lkaining achieved
a worst-case error of 7.7?t0and an RMS error
of LWO in 300 cycles. The ability of the
network to train to a low RMS and
maximum. error was an encouraging
indication that a reasonable balance of thmu
sometimes conflicting attribuics had been
~~~l~i’,v’,d,



Figure 1, Scheduler Flow Chart
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neural network for job selection. A flow
chart of the scheduler is shown in Figure 1.
For all jobs with duetimes greater than zero,
the top four jobs-ranked in descending
duetimt+are scaled and input to the neural
network. The job corresponding to the
largest neural network output is selected as
the job to count next. The counter suspends
the scheduler and positions the sample to
make the measurement. Once the
measurement is complete, the scheduler
then resumes updating job duetimes.

The software is written in C and
executes the simple feed forward neural
network in approximately 80 milliseconds
on an 8-MHz PC-XT-type computer without
a math Co-prwessor. The activa tion function
is implemented using the expo C library
function, and all multiplies me sing!e
precision flcating point. Several
modifications were identified that would
decrease the network operation time, but
they were judged unnecessary.

Operational Tests
The software has been installed on six

automated counters and has been fully
operational for well ovw a year. Table 1
shows some selectud rusults ~~fscheduling
decisions.

During this opur,ltiona] tmt period,
the software is able to kc~’pa log file of all
the scheduler decisions. This log file has
been reviewed and tlw dt~tllused as trairung
wxtors for retraining dnd Iinu tuning. Some
retraining was requirld to dc-cmphasin? the
anticipatory conditi(m dnd provide training
vectors where the prcwi~m+tr.~ininx set
r[.vmltd in ambiguous (h~~.isi(ms.

An mkiitimml bt’m’tit ot th~’mwr,~]
m’twork is tho abililv to tt~il~mtlw schduh’r
to thv svst(’m tpr,~l~)r’s }~rl’i(wma’s, In
ww(q,ll CJSM sctlldul(’r ~i(’~’i~i(ms wlw

rwil’wld ,~nd t hLI t r,lit Ii IIN +~’t,~lt(md b.lwwi

on suggestions from the counting room
operators. Their modifications of the
scheduler’s characteristics are based on their
years of experience and techniques they
have developed to handle our specific
problems.

Overall, the neural network
scheduler has met the development goals
and has been well accepted as apart of the
automation scheme.

Future Efforts
The neural network scheduler will

eventually be installed on all our automated
counting systems. If specific counters
demand unique characteristics to meet
programmatic or operational requirements,
the training set of each counter will be
altered accordingly. Although only three
parameters are currently used in the
scheduling decision, thr~ other appropriate
parameters have been identified, Should
further refinements be desired, these
additional three parameters will be
included.

Neural Network Application Issues
A number of application issues were

encountered and important lessons learned
in ~pplying neural networks to real-world
probk’rns. A few of these arc discussed
below.

Problem mrmxentat ion: (%C
import,mt k’sson was Iwirncd through thu
lailuru of the initial approach, Developing a
rwural ndwork solution to a problcrn will
rc’quirl~th(~dcsigrwr to ruprusunt the
probkm in ,1mnru-wr compatible with a
t~~~uri]l nc’twlmkbasal approach. This
,lppro,~~’h IIIAV l-xBmuch ciilflmmt th~n that

USLILifor d trddi(ilmal computlv ,~lg~mithm,
A g(~d st,lrting plmx’ is wl~,~tlwl’r wav WLD,IS
lIUIIIJnS would appr(m”h thL’}m)bl(m{. An
(’XltllljJILI01 ttlis is lh[’ du(4illll* c,ll~wll~tioll.



Looking at the whole job list and all of the
parameters associated with each job was a
poor way to present the problem to a neural
network. Instead, using the duetime is more
like we would handle the problem, since
one of the first steps we might take would
be to ask “when should this sample be
counted?” This was a key step in the
successful application of neural networks to
this problem.

~“ ~il the Problem do~ to
its most basic form, if possible.
Embellishments or additional features can
be added later, but the real problem maybe
lost in all of the detail of the features. An
example of this is the need to only present
the network with the top four contending
jobs, and the need to only consider thrm
parameters for each job.

Partitioning. Related to simplicity is
the idea of carefully segregating the problem
into parts best handled by traditional
software or approaches, and those best
handled by the neural network. In this
manner the real problem becomes more
focused and a neural network application
more practical. In the case of the scheduler
this was accomplished by preprocessing the
jobs to calculate the ~uetime and rank order,
prior to running the neural network.

Dummv da~: One serious problem
with the scheduler occurred when the
number of jobs to bc sch~duled dropped to
less than four. In thusc situations, the
network had three or f~ww legitimate jobs
and onc or more zwo ~Intriw, Ilw network
operated poorly wit h z(m) (’ntrics for one or
more jobs. The solution WM tt) mate a
dummy job to rcplacu th(’ z(m) job when
only threwjobs rm’d to blI whLIdulLBdtmd to
bypass the neural m’twork schwiulur wh~’n
thum are fewer than thr~’~’j~)bs, “ImlW
~iusiWwr must h’ v(~rv~’tlrl’t’ulwhim crw~ting
dummy (w art:licicll inl)(l[ Lll~LIto thl’ mwrd

netwr~k, unless it has been trained to
accommodate such inputs.

Fine tuning: One impressive feature
of neural networks is their ability to
generalize from an ideal training set and
operate well on real data. The creation of
the 20 idealized vectors for training the
scheduler was intended to be only a starting
point, but worked so well on actual
scheduling decisions that only minor
adjustments to the training set were
required. In general some fine tuning will
be necessary to remove ambiguities and to
provide training vectors corresponding to
input space uncovered by the original
training set. The system designer would be
well advised to design in some way of
keeping track of the network decisions, or to
thoroughly test the network prior to use,

Conclusion
The neural network scheduler

provides a significantly more sophisticated
scheduling decision than either of the two
previous methods and does not require a
severe software and developmental effort.
By representing the scheduling problem M a
shortlist of contending jobs in rank order, a
simple three-layer feed forward network
was able learn the task as required. The
network is small enough to operate as a part
of a real-time control system. Overall the
nuural rwtwork scheduler has met all design
goals and has been a complutu SUCCCSS.
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Table 1. Neural Network Schedtder Selected Operational Test Reaulta

Time Rank Count Length Due Time Priority

330.7145 1 1000 653 4
2 100 -147 2
3 5 -320 1
4 500 -598 4

Network chose rank 3, anticipatory and priority.

338.7239 1 1000 667 4
2 100 -133 2
3 500 -584 4
4 5 -11% 4

Network chose rank 2, anticipatory and priority

338.7946 1 1000 769 4
2 500 -482 4
3 5 -1094 4
4 5 -1332 1

Network chwe rank 1,due time

.341,4784 1 100 1440 2
2 500 584 4
3 1() 480 4
4 5 HI 4

N~4wurk chwu rank 1, smwr,d duu at mu.. and priority

.343.57(IH 1 500 19 4
2 5 -4n3 4
3 10 -5.36 4
4 5 -1434 1

N!l’twmkchow’rm:h 1,mmmd opur.~tion
— .——--- —----.— ——. ——--- -.


